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ABSTRACT
This paper attempts to find out the meaning and roles of public-private partnership
(ppp) in library service delivery. It is a literature-based opinion paper which examines the
collaborative role of private sectors and Nigerian libraries. The study revealed that for
Nigerian libraries to have efficient service delivery, collaborative activity in human capital
development, funding, power supply provision of ICT facilities, infrastructural development
and consultancy services is imperative. It is necessary that the Board of Trustees (BOT) of
the Nigerian Public-private partnership (PPP) and the Nigerian Library Association (NLA)
should unite to enforce the principle of collaboration between the private sectors and
Nigerian libraries
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1. INTRODUCTION
Libraries in Africa have continued to experience serious decline of government’s
funding which traditionally has been the only source of revenue for the libraries. Efficient
human resources and adequate funding have been considered indispensable for the effective
development of libraries in Nigeria. According to Guinn (2010), as the libraries struggle to
maintain their services, the impact of the recent global recession and the consequent decline
in financial support further challenges the library as an institution to find ways to survive
while continuing to deliver essential services. Also Coffman (2006), contends that even in the
best of times, depending heavily on a single source of revenue puts libraries in a precarious
position and state that libraries should reinvent themselves by expanding and diversifying
their current sources of funding and explore partnership. Partnership is imperative in Nigeria
library system in order to avert a scenario whereby only obsolete books, outdated library
resources are found in the libraries and facilities and infrastructures are not maintained. This
situation can be reversed if private sector steps to support library services. Public-private
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partnership (PPP) initiative is ideal for playing this role. PPP is described as a situation where
the public sector represented by the government and private sector represented by the private
individuals, organized groups, associations or corporate bodies in the management,
collaborate in the provision and delivery of library services to the people (Uhegbu, and
Unagha 2008). The increasing sophistication of the users of public libraries quantity and
quality of services demands by users, influence of information technology and the dynamics
in the society have made the issue of private sector participation in the institutions more
imperative.
The new Information Communication Technology (ICT) environment makes it
imperative for alternative funding of libraries in Nigeria. This is in view of the fact that
information and communication technology (ICT) enhances service delivery to library
clienteles. Libraries use ICT facilities to perform functions like cataloguing and
classifications, serial management, collection development, indexing and abstracting,
reference services. They needed to access publications that are online and search databases
for resources and other library operations. This will enable them to improve information
services to library users. Regrettably, most libraries in Nigeria still struggle with manual
library operation methods. Consequently, library users show dissatisfaction and complain of
poor information service delivery by the librarians. Obajemu and Ibeagwam (2006),
corroborates with the above and state that libraries in Nigeria are still on the race to make
their services ICT-based. The above scenario explains the importance of private sectors in the
provision of library services in Nigeria through the Public-Private Partnership (PPP)
initiative. This paper attempts to: discuss the concept of public-private partnership; their
origin and the objectives in Nigeria; Examine the role of libraries in service delivery; Discuss
the limitation in achieving service delivery in Nigerian libraries and the collaborative role
expected of private sector with libraries in Nigeria
2.

THE CONCEPT OF PUBLIC-PRIVATE PARTNERSHIP

Any arrangement where public and private sectors come together to bring their skills
to complement each other in performing a project with varying levels of involvement and
responsibility, for the purpose of providing public services is called public private partnership
(PPP). Taylor (2003), describes public-private partnership as a contract that a government
makes with a private service provider to acquire a specified service of defined quantity and
quality at an agreed price for a specified period. This definition covers several different types
of contracts, which may procure different services and vary in complexity. According to Lee
(2005), public-private partnership is a mutual beneficial relationship between the public and
private sectors for the provision of public services or facilities whereby both contribute their
complementary competencies to a project with varying levels of involvement and
responsibility. When information consultants or business librarians joins hands with either
academic, school, special or public libraries establishment to render library services or build a
modern library or even install ICT facilities in a library for a fee; they are in partnership.
In their own contribution, Uhegbu and Unagha (2008) state that public-private
partnership is a situation where the public sector represented by the government collaborates
with private sector represented by the private individuals, organized groups, associations or
corporate bodies in the management, provision and delivery of service. Van Ham and
Koppenjan (2001), identify PPP as cooperation of some sort of durability between public and
private actors in which they jointly develop products and services, share risks, costs, and
resources which are connected with these products. Public-private partnership is a
collaborative activities among interested groups and actors, based on a mutual recognition of
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respective strengths and weakness, working towards common agreed objectives developed
through effective and timely communication (ADBI:2000). Khanom (2010) states that the
definition of PPP by ADBI has four features, namely:
• First, common objective - partnership are undertaken for the purpose of implementing
objectives that have been agreed to by the groups involved.
• Secondly, agreement to undertake activities and these will be built on each partner’s
strengths.
• Thirdly, actions of these PPP will be to overcome weakness of each partner.
• Fourthly, actors in this process of partnership may include different community groups
such as NGOs, Local governments, research and development institutes and national
governments.
In PPP each of the actors contributes resources (finance, human, technical and
intangibles, such as information or political support) and participates in the decision making
process. PPP practices are becoming an increasingly pervasive international trend as many
countries have found varied ways of leveraging the financial capacity and expertise of the
private sector in the provision of services and facilities (Anaehobi, Osuigwe and Nwofor,
2012), .
Build and Transfer (BT) – A public organization may use this model of PPP whereby it
contracts with a private
partner to design and build a facility according to standards
set by the government body. At the completion of the facility, the government assumes
responsibility for operating and maintaining the structure.
Design- Build-Maintain (DBM) – This model is similar to the preceding one except that the
private sector also maintains the facility with the government partner retaining the
responsibility for operations.
Build-Transfer-Operate (BTO) – This model of PPP is such that the private sector partner
builds a facility, hands over the title to the public sector partner and operates the facility for a
stipulated period in order to recoup investment.
Build-Operate-Transfer (BOT) – Under this model, the private sector partner builds,
operate a facility for an agreed period and transfer the facility to the public sector partner.
Build-Own-Operate-Transfer (BOOT) – This model involves the granting of a franchise to
a private partner to finance, design, build and operate a facility within a stipulated period. The
public sector takes back the facility at the end of that period.
Build-Own-Operate (Boo) – The right to finance, design, build, operate and maintain a
facility is given to a private sector partner who retains ownership of the project. The terms of
agreement for this model of PPP usually include stipulation that the private entity is not
required to transfer the facility back to the government.
Service contracts, management contract leasing, concessions and divestures could also be
regarded as PPP models (Anaehobi, Osuigwe and Nwofor, 2012). Supporting a public sector
through philanthropic activities, goodwill gestures by the private sectors towards government
bodies could also be viewed as collaborative partnership.
3. ORIGIN AND OBJECTIVE OF PUBLIC-PRIVATE PARTNERSHIP IN NIGERIA
Private public partnership which has its origin in the United States of America in the
1950s as a joint funding for educational programmes and later for the funding of public
utilities and social services had circulated to different parts of the world because of its
relevance in assisting to provide services. In Nigeria the ideas of public private partnership
was appreciated by the people and government. In 2009, a board of the foundation of public
private partnership formerly inaugurated its Board of Trustees (BOT). The board promised
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an unmerited dedication to provide operation and maintenance of roads, mass transportation,
water, power, education, aviation, communication etc. They also promised to provide new
infrastructural development and to work closely with experts and consultants to provide
accurate and timely information to the general public (Koguna, 2009).
The Board of Trustees (B.T) of the Nigerian public-private partnership believed that
in Nigeria, sustainable access to health care and other socio-economic services and products
can be accomplished through public-private partnership. They perceive that if government
brings a minimum amount of services, products and or care, the private sector will bring
skills and core competencies, while donors will bring funding and other resources.
Another objective of the Nigeria public-private initiative includes: bridging the information
gap between the public and private sector organizations; analyzing their capacities and
opportunities, and suggesting mechanisms for improving the relationships between
government and the general citizenry.
From the aforementioned objectives, the Nigerian public-private partnership board
postulates a mission to contribute to economic integration of the country, accelerate its
economic growth and sustainable development, engender and sustain private sector
participation (PSP) and expand local access to international markets. In this manner, they
hope to ensure the country’s deeper integration into the global economy. They planned to do
this within the official NEPAD structure, ECOWAS, other regional economic communities in
Africa, governments, private sector, civil society and other stakeholders. (Adirieje, 2009)
The potential of the board is to engage private sector-led initiative to serve as catalyst
for investment in community and national development projects leading to more
collaboration among the wide array of stakeholders in tackling the social, political, financial,
technical and other obstacles that stand in the way of projects being implemented. It will also
empower the partnership with a brokering role between prospective investors and other
stakeholders including government and local communities.
4. THE ROLE OF LIBRARY IN SERVICE DELIVERY
Library is a social institution that is mainly concerned with the education,
information, social and cultural activities of the people in the society. Aina (2004) states that
although services provided by a library will differ from one library to another, there are
certain services that are common to all libraries. He categorized the services as follows:
lending services; Inter-library loan services and document delivery; reservation services;
provision of sitting and study facilities; reference services; current awareness services;
exhibition and displays; library publications; user education and information literacy
programme. In addition to the above services, this era of digital/electronic environment,
libraries offer electronic/digital services. Ani and Edem (2012) posit that with the advent of
the internet in 1980s, there began revolution and innovation in librarianship and information
profession as a result of electronic publishing which gave birth to electronic books/journals,
and online databases. The phenomena of library computerization, digitization and
subscription of electronic resources have led to the evolution and development of virtual
library. With the internet, information and communication technology (ICT) enhances service
provision to library clientele. Librarians use ICT to perform functions like cataloguing and
classification, serials management, collection management, budgeting, circulation
management, referencing, indexing and abstracting in order to improve information service to
library users. ICT has in no small measure introduced new service delivery in the libraries
one of them is the incorporating of web 2.0 tools in the library. According to Zaid and
Oyelude (2012) web 2.0 has brought a better concept of sharing and two -way interactions
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over the internet. In this, users’ perspective is prominently being taken care of. Blogs, wikis,
social networking and others are the point of its highlight. Librarians create blogs where they
interact with their users and also get feedback from them. The libraries and librarians have
twitter accounts. When librarians interact with users, library management get to know
precisely the needs of the library users and this creates room for improvement.
Another electronic service delivery in the library is E-resources management services.
In this type of service, the ICT or automation librarian sends alerts or notices to the library
users via short message service (SMS), E-mail and social network tools to create awareness
of the availability of such E-resources. This helps the libraries to analyse the use and
workflows of electronic content in the library. ICT has also introduced a service delivery in
the libraries known as the electronic reservation service. This service differs from the
traditional book reservation in that it includes online journal collection, videos, DVDs, CDROMs, etc. The need for internet in the libraries is significant, given its versatility in
information provision and dissemination. It opened up global connectivity, accessibility and
means of distributing digital documents. With ICTs library clientele and other researchers
gain access to current and up-to-date information resources in any part of the world5.
Limitations to service delivery in Nigerian libraries
The onset of economic recession in Nigeria in early 1980s affected the growth and
development of libraries in the country because the government as the primary funding body
is yet to recognize the value of the institution (Osuigwe, Jiagbogu and Udeze 2012).
Ochongwu (2007) corroborated the above view when he stated that:
The library profession lacks the political base for itself in the comity of other
professions. It has not been able to fully integrate itself into the socio-cultural and political
processes of the Nigerian state. As a result of this, the values of libraries have not been
appreciated by Nigerians. The concomitant effect of this is that libraries as social institutions
cannot compete favourably with other agencies for the scarce resources of the state.
The available resources were channeled to other sectors to the detriment of library
services. It is pertinent to note that the major life force of any library is funding. According to
Adetoro (2010), the growth of libraries has slowed down in most African countries because
of their economic situations. This resulted from inadequate budget allocations, the slow pace
of technology infusion, inadequate human resources development and capacity building,
outmoded infrastructure, and the exorbitant cost of information materials.
Inadequacy of fund would result in having outdated resources, the available facilities
and infrastructure will lack maintenance and library services rendered will continue to
decline. Poor funding also blocks the growth of libraries particularly on the acquisition of
information and communication technologies (Ubogu and Okiy, 2011). Most libraries are
shifting from traditional service delivery to the electronic and digital mode of information
delivery. Unfortunately, the case is not the same with a good number of Nigerian libraries.
According to Ochogwu (2007), because of lack of adequate funding of library services by the
various governments of this country (Nigeria), all the different types of libraries and other
information systems can hardly render information services that are electronically based. He
asserts that most libraries find it difficult to subscribe to online database and have access to
the internet. Also, Asogwa (2008) attributed impediments to good library service delivery to
increase in the information needs of the users without corresponding increase or provision of
modern facilities. Another, problem that hinder good library service delivery is that the
present library buildings and facilities were designed and erected to support pre-digital, print5
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based services, but which cannot fit in well today because of the impact of information
explosion caused by information technology. Consequently, there are breakdown of facilities
and other logistics in the libraries in Nigeria. According to Abdulkarim (2010), most of the
libraries in the country (Nigeria) have not been able to digitize their collections, computerize
their operations or use computers to provide information services. Universities in Africa,
especially Nigeria are ranked poorly among the world universities and this phenomenon has
been attributed to relatively non-visibility of these universities in the cyberspace. Again, the
provision of access to electronic resources through virtual libraries is an integral part of the
global ranking of universities (Ani, Edem 2012). As a result of inadequate funding for library
services, training and retraining of librarians and library development in general by various
governments of Nigeria, the libraries hardly render information services that are
electronically or digital-based. One of the reasons for this according to Anyanwu and OssaiOnah (2011), is that ICT facilities are expensive and most of them could not be purchased
because the libraries lack the financial resources to do so, due to economic meltdown. There
is also the problem of limited access to library resources due to inadequacy of facilities and
the library resources. There is also lack of skill and competence among staff and library users
in the use of ICT facilities (where it is available). Other limitations to adequate service
delivery in Nigeria include: lack of technical experts to repair library facilities and equipment
whenever they break down, irregular power supply and low current and incessant drop in
power supply in the country which usually affect the use of library resources.
6. WAYS OF ENHANCING SERVICE DELIVERY THROUGH PPP IN NIGERIAN
LIBRARIES
It is important to note that library is a service oriented institution. Therefore, effective
and efficient service delivery is indispensable in achieving its primary aim of satisfying the
clientele. The library with its meager funding from the government cannot satisfactorily
achieve this aim in this ever changing information environment. The quantum leap of
information resources from print to electronic resources requires a lot of funds to acquire
them. In addition, for library to satisfy the twenty -first century internet savvy generation, it
must toe the trend of development. The traditional library spaces are now giving way to
information commons which is a clustering of information technology tools and resources to
support learning. The facilitation and support of the learning outcomes and goals have now
been extended to the private sectors as stakeholders. Therefore, the public-private partnership
involvement in information service delivery cannot be overemphasized. Collaboratively, the
library and the private sectors can achieve this through the followings:
6.1

Human capital development
Human capital development (HCP) is the systematic planning and its application to
training and other activities in order to provide the whole range of knowledge skills and
attitudes to a person or group which is needed for effective performance now and in future
(Iheama,2010). The introduction of computer and information digitization have tended to
encourage online cataloguing, or the copying of CIP (cataloguing In Publication) of books
downloaded in the internet or accessed from database in the net. This has discouraged the
learning of the skills of original cataloguing. It becomes imperative that libraries should
collaborate with some of these experienced librarians to build the manpower short fall of
those still in active service, and lacking in expertise.
Librarians provide fundamental services and facilities for teaching and research.
Therefore librarians need to be equipped with the necessary tools in order to effectively
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perform their duties and fulfill their role as part of the academic community and guardians of
scholarly communication both of which promote optimal individual development. This could
be achieved through;
• Partnering with experienced librarians in private partnership to train and develop those in
active service to develop their potentials for active information services.
• Inviting information communication experts to teach librarians information and
communication technology skills that will enhance their services to the community they
serve.
• Bringing experts to install appropriate infrastructure such as hardware and software and
put librarians through their effective handling.
• Deploying experts to teach librarians core competencies of the professionalism of
librarianship to enable them function effectively.
These applications will guarantee the promotion of optimal individual development to
render efficient library and information services to the community of information seekers.
Thus, the human capital of librarians would be developed for better services to the library
clientele when there is an injection of professionalism through partnering with competent
hands in PPP.
6.2

funding of library
The major problem of Nigerian, and indeed African libraries is funding. Academic
libraries are funded by federal, state, governments and the private owners of the universities.
Public libraries are funded by the state governments. According to Osagie (2009), the
educational sector in Nigeria gets not what it needed for minimum standards but what the
government could afford. Put in clear terms the educational sector is grossly underfunded.
There are over seventy-four universities in Nigeria and the federal government is financing a
huge chunk of this number. This resulted in poor funding and infrastructural decay.
Collaboration with a private organization to fund the education is advanced for a better deal
in educational attainment in Nigeria. This could be achieved through the following;
• Appointment of a special committee other than government appointed to handle
Education Trust Fund (ETF)
• Organize oil prospecting companies in Nigeria to provide funds for education.
• The incorporation of Big business, private and public organizations into financing
education through Education Tax Fund.
• Government implementation of the 26 per cent benchmark recommended by UNESCO
by devoting the nation’s specific budget allocation to education.
• Appointing a commission made up of government appointees and a non-governmental
organization to coordinate and implement the above recommendations.
All these will not only attract additional funds, but also their efficient management for better
educational attainment and library services to members of the communities.
6.3 power supply
Electricity power generation in Nigeria is low in generation, transmission and
distribution. According to Abiola and Adebayo (2011) Nigeria generates 3,677.4 megawatts
(peak generation) and 3,100.9 megawatts (off peak period) for her 150 million population.
Illustrating this point Ogbomo (2011) stated that the average power supply in Nigeria in 2008
was four hours per day. The problem continues to deteriorate annually. The challenges of this
low generation had created a gap between demand for and supply of electricity which has
impaired economic growth and development. Power is essential to operate industrialization
and technological development for successful operation of information and communication
7
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technology. Electricity powers the computer, library automation, digitization equipment, the
internet, telephones and modems used to access remote information materials.
Abiola and
Adebayo (2011) had advocated that the solution to effective power supply in Nigeria can be
addressed by PPP, given its success story in some other counties. In the interim, the
limitations in public power supply can be addressed by putting in place supplementary power
sources such as generating plants, installation of solar panels to enhance the harnessing of
solar energy. These installations require extra budgets which is the bane of public and
institutional libraries in Nigeria. Public-private partnership initiative can help to improve
information services delivery through the injection of new capital for the provision of
additional power supply infrastructure to libraries. The private sector collaborating with the
public sector (the library) can raise funds for the provision of supplementary power access.
This will bring about sustained power supply in the absence of the public power supply.
6.4 Provision of ICT facilities
The development of Information and communication technology (ICT) is widely
recognized as a vehicle for economic growth of any nation. The importance of ICT
infrastructure and its potentials to promote social developments is also well established. The
rapid development in this technological sphere has cut across all boundaries making
information accessible to all societies, though more for the privileged ones (Chapagain,
2006). In the dawn of the new millennium, nations and social institutions like libraries, are
gearing up to meet the challenges of the digital economy and to participate in an increasingly
knowledge-based society. Some of the ICT facilities needed in libraries include: computers,
printers, scanners, photocopiers, CD-ROMs, flash disc, external hard disk, internet,
institutional websites, digital camera, library soft wares, academic databases, etc.
In order to address the issue of efficient service delivery in Nigerian libraries, there is
a need for public-private collaboration in the provision of some of the above ICT facilities.
The importance of ICT facilities in the efficient service delivery in libraries in today’s world
cannot be overemphasized more so as most library services are now online. Uhegbu (2007),
has argued that one of the causes of poor service provision and delivery in many libraries in
Nigeria is the absence of internet facilities. As a result of lack of ICT facilities, access to
current information becomes difficult to achieve. Nigerian libraries should therefore
collaborate with private sectors to provide internet facilities in the following areas:
• Provision of virtual libraries using Build-Transfer-Operate (BTO) model of PPP.
Establishing virtual library is capital intensive because it requires many networked
computers, servers, high capacity printers, a sound-proof 100KVA generator, VSAT
equipment and internet connectivity. This would be achieved by using Build-TransferOperate (BTO) model of PPP. This model means that the private sector partner builds a
facility, hands over the title to the public sector partner and operates the facility for a
stipulated period in order to recoup investment.
• Embarking on automation and digitization project by Nigerian libraries is also very
expensive and therefore requires collaboration with private sectors. Successful execution of
these projects will certainly open Nigerian libraries to the world with qualitative library
resources and efficient services.
6.5 Consultancy services
Consultancy services are provided by consultants making use of their expertise from
previous employment. The need for consultancy services in organizations or institutions
include: lack of internal competent manpower to complete all necessary tasks that the
complexities of today’s business climate require. This is because globalization and
8
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technological advancements has out spaced many organizations’ level of expertise. Also
consultants provide avenue for organizations to get special projects done without adding new
employees to the pay roll. In view of the above needs for consultancy services, libraries in
Nigeria have to partner with private sectors as most of the public libraries cannot efficiently
provide certain library services due to the cost, expertise, and present technological
advancement. Some of the areas that public libraries in Nigeria need to collaborate with
private sectors include: software installation, setting up of a library, supplying of books,
information brokering, book indexing, abstracting, and maintenance of ICT
facilities/equipment, digitization and internet surfing skills.
6.6 Infrastructural development
Infrastructure development is the basis for any project implementation or service
delivery. Nigerian libraries like any other institutions require basic infrastructures in order to
render efficient service delivery to her patrons. To achieve this goal, there is need for
partnership between the public libraries and the private sectors such as NGOs, companies,
groups and individuals in the following areas:
• Renovation of the existing library buildings to accommodate the new technology
facilities.
• Acquisition of book stacks, study/reading carrels.
• Acquisition of ICT infrastructure such as bandwidth, communication conduit, the
component hardware, soft wares and internet.
7.

CONCLUSION/RECOMMENDATIONS

The emergence of public-private partnership is a welcomed development for effective
service delivery in various works of life. Libraries are not left out in this current trend in
overcoming the huddles of the dearth of human, financial and material resources. Therefore,
libraries should liaise with private sectors to help provide satisfactory access to information
in particular and education in general. The importance of ICT in libraries cannot be
overemphasized; however, it is financially involving, coupled with the perennial problem of
power supply. This calls for collaboration of the library and the private sector to help tap the
benefit of ICT. Also begging for the public-private partnership intervention in libraries are
the need to update the librarians’ skills to meet up with the demands of ICT. Public-private
partnership (PPP) is then a solution to poor service delivery in our libraries. It is imperative
that the Board of Trustees (BOT) of Public-private partnership (PPP) in Nigeria and the
Nigerian Library Association (NLA) should unite to enforce the principles of collaboration
between the private sectors and libraries in Nigeria. This is to actualize the aims and
objectives of PPP in Nigeria.
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